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Non-verbal communication is the basis of animal interactions. In dyadic leader–

follower interactions, leaders master the ability to carve their motor behaviour in

order to ‘signal’ their future actions and internal plans while these signals influ-

ence the behaviour of follower partners, who automatically tend to imitate the

leader even in complementary interactions. Despite their usefulness, signalling

and imitation have a biomechanical cost, and it is unclear how this cost–benefits

trade-off is managed during repetitive dyadic interactions that present learnable

regularities. We studied signalling and imitation dynamics (indexed by move-

ment kinematics) in pairs of leaders and followers during a repetitive,

rule-based, joint action. Trial-by-trial Bayesian model comparison was used to

evaluate the relation between signalling, imitation and pair performance. The

different models incorporate different hypotheses concerning the factors (past

interactions versus online movements) influencing the leader’s signalling (or fol-

lower’s imitation) kinematics. This approach showed that (i) leaders’ signalling

strategy improves future couple performance, (ii) leaders used the history of

past interactions to shape their signalling, (iii) followers’ imitative behaviour

is more strongly affected by the online movement of the leader. This study elu-

cidates the ways online sensorimotor communication help individuals align

their task representations and ultimately improves joint action performance.
1. Introduction
The ability to coordinate in real time and to interact with our conspecifics is key

for a number of social practices that range from team games to daily cooperative

work. Interpersonal interactions may manifest in different forms ranging from

automatic entrainment (i.e. synchronization) to intentional coordination and

joint actions where individuals share a representation of the joint goal to be

achieved [1]. Ideomotor theories [2–4] propose the idea that (predictive)

simulative-like sensorimotor mechanisms such as internal forward models

[5–7] support action perception. By extension, the motor coding of observed

actions plays a major role in our ability to interact with others and to obtain effi-

cient joint coordination [8]. The proposal is that we are able to predict, monitor

and adapt to the behaviour of others by simulating their actions in our sensorimo-

tor system. Experimental evidence has shown that we use the sensorimotor

simulation of the movements we observe in others as much as they belong to

our motor repertoire [9,10] and that this simulation allows us to code the correct-

ness [11] and predict the fate of others’ movement [12]. At a behavioural level,

however, these simulations may have detrimental effects on one’s own motor

execution as these may induce visuomotor interference effects [13,14]. This is par-

ticularly true when two partners are engaged in an interaction that requires them

to perform two complementary movements (e.g. reaching to the top or to the

bottom of an object). Thus, sensorimotor simulation might be necessary to sup-

port prediction about the partner’s action [15] yet it might result in involuntary

imitative behaviours during the interaction.
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up (a). The letter ‘l’ indicates the LEDs and the letter ‘s’ indicates the starting position. (b) An example trial. (Online version in colour.)
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Similarly to what happens in a conversation, partners

engaged in joint actions may resort to a vocabulary of ‘sensori-

motor signals’. The use of these signals, however, does not

need to be static (as in the case of ritualized gestures) but

must be constantly negotiated during the interaction as the indi-

viduals build and align their behaviours to a common

representation of the task [16]. In this perspective, the asym-

metric allocation of information between two partners (e.g.

leader–follower) is known to shape the kinematics of their

movements [14,17–21]. Role assignment gives the agents the

possibility to support coordination by implementing so-called

signalling strategies [22,23], for example by systematically

making the trajectory of their movements less variable and

hence more predictable [14,24,25]. In other words, individuals

can signal their future behaviour to their partner by modulating

the way they move (e.g. their movement trajectory or speed).

At the same time, signalling strategies have costs (e.g. the biome-

chanical cost required to ‘distort’ the movement kinematics) that

have to be compared against their benefits for the interaction (i.e.

an increased interaction success). As an example, one may

increase the height of his wrist trajectory (individual cost)

while reaching the upper part of an object to let the partner

understand, and thus adapt to it (thus providing a benefit for

the couple), that his movement is not aimed at the lower part

of the object. Learning how to minimize these costs makes us

able to interact with a tight-knit partner, and these changes

should be reflected in modulations of movement features

(e.g. systematic changes in signalling and imitation dynamics)

as the interaction proceeds based on ‘direct’ implicit sensorimo-

tor learning or on higher-order predictions such as those based

on ‘sequence-rule’ learning. This hypothesis implies that the

signalling-and-decoding strategies adopted by dyads should

change when the interaction is repeated in time and task

regularities can be learned.

To test this hypothesis, we studied and modelled the

kinematics of leaders’ signalling and followers’ imitative

behaviour during repetitive, rule-based, complementary motor

interactions. Pairs of leaders and followers, facing each other,

were asked to reach and grasp as synchronously as possible

two objects resembling the shape of a bottle by performing

complementary movements (i.e. leader to the top of the bottle,

follower to its bottom; figure 1). Given the geometrical structure

of the present experimental set-up, leaders’ signalling is indexed

as an increase of their wrist maximum height during the reaching

phase to the upper part of the bottle or its reduction when reach-

ing the lower part (i.e. an increase of trajectory curvature) during
interactive sessions with respect to baseline behaviour (i.e. when

acting alone). In other words, leaders might emphasize the cur-

vature of their reaching trajectory to provide the followers with

additional cues and thus enable followers to predict where

they would grasp the bottle. This implies leaders have to

modify their reaching pattern which thus represent a ‘cost’ for

them (i.e. they have to modify their movement planning and

execution) but might benefit the pair performance. Conversely,

given the assignment to perform opposite movements with

respect to those of their partners, followers’ automatic tendency

to imitate the leaders is indexed by the tendency to increase

their wrist maximum height during the reaching phase to the

lower part of the bottle or its reduction when reaching

the upper part during interactive sessions with respect to when

acting alone: indeed, followers might involuntarily imitate the

leader’s trajectory and follow, for instance, a higher trajectory

while grasping the lower part of the bottle, because they are

observing the leader grasping the higher part of the bottle

(i.e. they might be influenced by the leader’s complementary

movement kinematics). First, we show and analyse performance

and kinematics indexes associated with signalling and imita-

tion (behavioural and kinematics results). Second, we show a

trial-by-trial, Bayesian model-based analysis that compares

alternative hypotheses on what factors modulate the relation

between signalling, imitative behaviour and pairs’ performance

during the task. We compare six alternative models (M1–M6)

that describe signalling and imitative dynamics as being uniform

(M1), modulated by task history and previous performance

(M2–M4), task structure (M5) or online information and move-

ment kinematics (M6). The results of the Bayesian model

comparison are intended to shed light on the nature of

signalling and imitative strategies of leaders and followers,

respectively, and their relation to pair performance in order to

assess whether they are essentially fixed (in the sense that they

are not modulated by the task, i.e. M1), strategic (in the sense

that participants proactively modulate them based on their

knowledge of what happened in previous trials, i.e. M2–M5),

or reactive (in the sense that participants adapt them based on

the online information they receive in the current trial, i.e. M6).
2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Thirty right-handed participants [26] (two males, age 23.5+
2.45) took part in the experiment and were randomly assigned
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Figure 2. Experimental structure (a), and two example triplets (b). The left
rectangle in b shows a triplet where the leader (black arrow) aimed three
times in a row at the higher part of the bottle while the follower (white
arrow) aimed at the lower part of the bottle; the right rectangle shows a
triplet where the leader (black arrow) aimed at the top, bottom and top
of the bottle while the follower (white arrow) executed down, up, down
movements. (Online version in colour.)
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to 15 same-gender pairs. All participants reported normal or

corrected-to-normal vision and were naive as to the purpose of

the experiment. The experimental protocol was approved by

the ethics committee of the Fondazione Santa Lucia and was car-

ried out in accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964

Declaration of Helsinki. Participants gave their written informed

consent to take part in the study, received reimbursement for

their participation and were debriefed on the purpose of the

experiment at the end of the experimental procedure.

2.2. Experimental set-up
Paired participants were seated opposite to each other in front of

the work surface. Each participant had to reach and grasp the

bottle-shaped object composed of two superimposed cylinders

of different diameters (small, 2.5 cm; large, 7.0 cm) placed 45 cm

in front of him and 5 cm to the right of the midline (figure 1). Audi-

tory instructions concerning the movement to be performed were

given simultaneously to both participants via headphones. The

possible instructions were three sounds with the same intensity

(4.5 dB) and duration (200 ms), but different frequencies:

(i) ‘high-pitch’, (ii) ‘low-pitch’, (iii) ‘whistle’. In order to record

the participants’ touch-time on the bottle, two pairs of touch-

sensitive copper plates were placed at 15 and 23 cm along the ver-

tical length of both objects measured from the base. The arm and

hand kinematics of each participant were recorded using a

SMART-D motion capture system (Bioengineering Technology &

System, BTS). Four infrared cameras, with wide-angle lenses

(sampling rate 100 Hz), placed about 100 cm away from each of

the four corners of the table, captured the movement of the mar-

kers in three-dimensional space. The standard deviation of the

reconstruction of error was always lower than 0.5 mm for the

three axes. Three infrared reflective markers (5 mm) were attached

to the participants’ right upper limb at the following points:

(i) wrist, dorsodistal aspect of the radial styloid process, (ii) thumb,

ulnar side of the nail, (iii) index finger, radial side of the nail.

2.3. Procedure
The overall structure of the experiment was as follows: baseline1

(24 trials), test1 (72 trials), learning 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (72 trials for each

session ¼ 360 trials), test2 (72 trials identical to test1), baseline2

(24 trials), leading to a total of 552 trials (2 h experiment;

figure 2). During the whole experiment, participants were asked

not to verbally communicate and to grasp their bottle-shaped

object as synchronously as possible with their partner according

to specific instructions that are described below.

2.3.1. Baseline1 and 2
The first baseline session (baseline1) was repeated at the very end of

the experiment (baseline2) in order to investigate overall improve-

ment in synchrony unrelated to the learning of the rules of the

interaction. Participants received opposite instructions, implying

the execution of complementary movements (i.e. opposite move-

ment with respect to the partner’s). The instructions could either

be (i) a high-pitch sound, meaning ‘grasp the upper part of the

object’ (up), or (ii) a low-pitch sound, meaning ‘grasp the lower

part of the object’ (down). Presentation and randomization of

instructions was controlled by E-PRIME v. 2 software (Psychology

Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

2.3.2. Test1 and 2
After the first baseline session, leader–follower roles were ran-

domly assigned to the two participants. The sequence of

instructions (triplets) provided to participants was identical in

test1 and test2, allowing to compare pairs’ performance in

these two sessions and to test the presence of implicit sequence

learning achieved during the learning sessions (see below).
Leader instructions specified that in the subsequent

blocks, the trials would be grouped in sequences of three move-

ments (triplets) to be executed according to two possible rules

(i.e. four different sequences): (i) three identical movements

(e.g. up–up–up) or (ii) three alternate movements (e.g. up–

down–up; figure 2). Leaders were told that the follower would

be unaware of these rules. The rationale behind the rules is

that, based on the first two trials of the triplet, the follower

might become able to predict where the leader will grasp the

object in the third movement.

Follower instructions specified that in the subsequent blocks

the participant would hear only a GO signal (whistle), and

that he/she was required to coordinate with the partner by

performing complementary movements.

2.3.3. Learning sessions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
These sessions were performed between test1 and test2. Each of

the learning sessions comprised 72 trials grouped in randomized

triplets (in a different order from that of test1 and 2 which were

instead identical between them so as to be comparable) according

to the same procedure of the test1/2.

2.3.4. Visual analogue scale judgements
At the end of sessions test1/2, leaders were asked to judge how

well the follower seemed to understand the sequences of move-

ments, and followers were asked to judge how predictable were

the movements of their leader, through a visual analogue scale

(VAS, vertical 10 cm line, 0 ¼ ‘lowest’, 100 ¼ ‘highest’).

2.4. Data processing
Only correct trials were analysed (i.e. when both participants

followed their individual instructions). All trials in which partici-

pants started their movement before hearing the auditory

instruction (false start) or did not execute the instruction correctly

were excluded as incorrect trials (mean number of excluded trials

per couple ¼ 8; number of trials excluded in total, 6%).

For each trial, we considered two parameters:

(1) Pairs’ performance behavioural index: grasping asynchrony
(ms): (i.e. the absolute value of the time delay between subjects’

index–thumb contact times on their bottle [abs (sbjA’s contact

time on the bottle–sbjB’s contact time on the bottle)] where the

contact time is defined as the time from the auditory instruction

to the instant of each participant’s index–thumb contact on the

bottle) (RTs, starting asynchrony and their standard deviations

in electronic supplementary material, S1 text).
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Figure 3. Wrist trajectory of an example leader (a) and follower (b).
Millimetres on the ordinate, and percentage of movement duration on the
abscissa. (Online version in colour.)
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(2) Kinematic index: maximum wrist height (MaxH) (mm): (max

index–finger aperture in electronic supplementary material, S1

text).

MaxH describes the wrist trajectory of participants (reaching

component of the movement) and is indexed by the maximum

peak of wrist height on the vertical plane from the level of the

table (figure 3).

Each behavioural and kinematic value that fell 2.5 standard

deviations (s.d.) above or below each individual mean for each

experimental condition was excluded as an outlier value (mean

number of outliers for subject ¼ 2.26; 2% of the total). No partici-

pant exhibited behavioural or kinematics values 2.5 s.d. above or

below the group mean.

2.5. Data analysis
2.5.1. Baseline analyses
In order to test whether individuals improved their ability to

interact (indexed by pairs’ grasping asynchrony), regardless the

presence of any rule, baseline analyses were performed by

means of repeated measure ANOVAs on grasping asynchrony

with session (base1/base2), and by means of repeated measure

ANOVAs with session (base1/base2) �movement type (up/

down grasping) as within subjects factors for the kinematic

index (MaxH).

2.5.2. Learning analysis
In order to test whether leader–follower pairs learned to

improve their pair performance during the learning sessions

(i.e. reduce their grasping asynchrony), we performed an

ANOVA with factors session (test1/L1/L2/L3/L4/L5/test2) �
trial (1/2/3) on the grasping asynchrony. All data were normal-

ized (divided) on the mean of the two baselines so to get an

index of pair performance with respect to baseline behaviour.

2.5.3. Test analyses
In order to test whether the presence of signalling and interference

was modulated owing to the individuals’ learning, kinematic data

of the test1/2 sessions were normalized (divided) on the mean

of the two baselines and analyses were run only on the test1/2
sessions: mixed-model ANOVA with session (test1/test2) � trial

(1/2/3) �movement type (up/down grasping) as within subjects

factors and group (leader/follower) as between subjects factor. All

tests of significance were based upon an a level of 0.05. Significant

interactions and main effects were further analysed performing

post hoc tests using the Newman–Keuls method.

Importantly, here we interpret increases in the curvature of the

reaching trajectory as an index of signalling in leaders, i.e. a higher

MaxH when grasping the upper part of the bottle and a lower

MaxH when grasping the lower part of the bottle, when compared

with kinematics in the baseline condition: indeed, this would indi-

cate leaders emphasize the curvature of their reaching trajectory to

provide the followers with additional cues about their goal and

thus enable them to adapt and program where to grasp their

own bottle. Similarly, we interpreted as an index of automatic imi-

tation in followers any change in their wrist trajectory on the

vertical plane (when compared with baseline condition) which

indicates the followers’ wrist trajectory is influenced by the leaders’

one, i.e. for instance, a higher MaxH when grasping the lower part

of the bottle when interacting with a leader who was grasping the

upper part of the bottle: indeed, this might indicate followers have

been attracted by the leader’s complementary movement

kinematics. Crucially, this rationale guided the interpretation of

both kinematic data analyses and model analyses.

2.5.4. Model analyses
We considered six models (M1–M6) for a model-based trial-by-trial

statistical analysis [27]. With MaxHt, we denote the max height of

wrist of the subject during the trial t (the same parameter was

used for leaders’ signalling kinematics and followers’ imitative kin-

ematics, respectively). With CoactMaxHt we denote the max height

of the co-actor’s wrist at trial t (this measure is only used for M6).

Prior to the Bayesian model comparison, we executed a logistic

regression of the parameters for models M2–M6. For the leaders’

signalling, we first distinguished data from the baseline sessions

and all the experimental sessions by labelling them using the

labels 0 or 1, respectively. The assumption that signalling is present

only in the experimental sessions is in keeping with the results

reported in section ‘Leader–follower effects’. Analogously, for the

followers’ imitation, we first distinguished data into baseline ses-

sions and experimental trials 3 (with label 0) and experimental

trials 1 and 2 (with label 1).

We thus regressed the distribution (equation (2.1)):

PðLtjMaxHtÞ ¼
1

1þ e�ðc0þc1MaxHtÞ
, ð2:1Þ

where P(Lt) denotes the probability of signalling (in the case of

leaders) or imitation (in the case of followers); c0 and c1 are the

parameters of the regression curves, different for each subject

(leader in the case of signalling, follower in the case of imitation).

Figures 4 and 5 show two examples of the resulting distri-

butions: the signalling distribution of the leader of pair 2 and

the imitation distribution of the follower of pair 4, respectively.

Electronic supplementary material, S1 text shows the distri-

butions for all pairs.

Figure 4 shows the probability P(LtjMaxHt) of signalling (Lt)

of an example subject (the leader of the couple 2) given his max

height of the wrist, MaxHt. Figure 4a shows the results for power

(down) grasps, whereas figure 4b shows the results for precision

(up) grasps of each trial of the same subject. The procedure for

calculating the probability P(LtjMaxHt) is as follows. First, the

MaxHt measured in each trial is assigned a value of 0 on the ordi-

nate axis if the trial belongs to the baseline (label ¼ 0) or a value

of 1 if it belongs to an experimental trial (label ¼ 1). These label

values are shown as circles in figure 4. Second, a logistic

regression is performed on those label values in order to capture

the best parameters of P(LtjMaxHt), following equation (2.1). The

resulting probability distribution P(LtjMaxHt) is shown as the
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curve passing through values denoted with squares (each square

corresponds to the value of P(LtjMaxHt) for each trial, given its

corresponding MaxHt). As explained later, this probability distri-

bution is used by the models M2–M6, but not the model M1.

Figure 4 shows also the mean value of MaxHt in the baseline

(right vertical line in panel (a) and left vertical line in panel (b))

and the mean value of the MaxHt in the experimental trials

(left vertical line in panel (a) and right vertical line in panel

(b)), together with their variance.

Figure 5 shows the probability of imitation P(LtjMaxHt) of an

example subject (the follower of the couple 4) given his max

height of the wrist, MaxHt, using the same notation as for

figure 4. The left panel shows the results for power grasps, whereas

the right panel shows the results for precision grasps of each trial of

the same subject. Here, different to figure 4, the MaxHt of each trial

is assigned a label of 0 if the trial belongs to the baseline trial or to

experimental trials 3, or a label of 1 if it belongs to experimental

trials 1 or 2. Similar to figure 4, a logistic regression is then per-

formed on these labels, whose resulting values are shown in

figure 5 (squares). Figure 5 also shows the mean value of MaxHt

in the baseline trials and on experimental trials 3 (left vertical

line in panel (a) and right vertical line in panel (b)) and the mean

value of MaxHt in the experimental trials 1 and 2, (right vertical
line in panel (a) and left vertical line in panel (b) together with

their variance.

We next evaluated the resulting models by computing

the model evidence, i.e. probability of reconstructing dataset D
given the ith model Mi, P(DjMi). We use Bayesian information

criterion (BIC) to approximate the evidence [28] (equation (2.2)):

lnðPðDjMiÞÞ � lnðPðMijD, uMi ÞÞ þ
M
2

lnðnÞ, ð2:2Þ

where n denotes the number of elements in the dataset D, m the

number of model parameters, and uMi
the parameters that are

optimized to maximize the likelihood P(MijD,uMi
) (table 1).

Model M1 assumes that the probability of signalling (or imita-

tion) Lt does not change during the trials, but is sampled from a

normal distribution (mean and variance are computed separated

on trials with different labels and different grasp types). In the

models M2–M5, the probability of signalling (or imitation) Lt

depends probabilistically on an ‘error’ term Et. In turn, this error

term depends on a variable At (asynchrony) that is calculated dif-

ferently for each model, reflecting their underlying hypothesis on

what causes signalling (or imitation). In M2, the error term

depends on the asynchrony in the previous trial (more formally,

Et21 corresponds to the value At21, thus this model takes into



Table 1. Description of the models, which includes the model name, the mathematical formulation of the conditional probability for the different models, and
the model parameters. It is possible to note that the models have a different number of parameters; the BIC method allows them to be compared on equal
grounds [28].

model name probability formulation parameters

M1 PðMaxHtÞ ¼ N ðMaxHt ; m, sÞ m, s

M2 PðLt jEt�1Þ ¼ 1= 1þ e�ðb0þb1 Et�1Þ
� �

with Et ¼ At b0, b1

M3 PðLt jEt�1Þ ¼ 1= 1þ e�ðb0þb1 Et�1Þ
� �

with Etþ1 ¼ 1=t
Pt

i¼1 Ai b0, b1

M4 PðLt jEt�1Þ ¼ 1= 1þ e�ðb0þb1 Et�1Þ
� �

with Etþ1 ¼ 1=t
Pt

i¼1 a
t�i Ai

� �
a, b0, b1

M5 PðLt jEt�1Þ ¼ 1= 1þ e�ðb0þb1 Et�1Þ
� �

with Etþ1 ¼ 1=t
Pt=3

i¼1 a
t=3�i A3�i

� �
a, b0, b1

M6 PðLt jCoactMaxHtÞ ¼ 1= 1þ e�ðb0þb1 Iup�CoactMaxHtþb2 Idn�CoactMaxHtÞ
� �

b0, b1, b2

M6 PðLt jEtÞ ¼ 1= 1þ e�ðb0þb1 EtÞ
� �

with Et ¼ At b0, b1

Table 2. Meaning of the variables in the different analyses. In the analysis of leaders’ signalling behaviour the variable Lt represents the signalling of the
leaders and the variable At represents the grasping asynchrony. In the analysis of followers’ imitation behaviour the variable Lt represents the imitation of the
followers and the variable At represents the grasping asynchrony. In the analysis of pairs’ performance the variable Lt represents the performance (grasping
asynchrony thresholded and rescaled between 0 and 1) and the variable At represents the signalling of the Leaders.

analysis name leaders’ signalling behaviour followers’ interference behaviour pairs’ performance behaviour

variable Lt signalling interference performance

variable At grasping asynchrony grasping asynchrony signalling

variable MaxHt max height of the leaders’ wrist max height of the followers’ wrist max height of the leaders’ wrist

variable CoactMaxHt max height of the followers’ wrist max height of the leaders’ wrist max height of the followers’ wrist
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account only the variable At21 at trial t21). In M3, the error term

includes the asynchrony values of all the previous trials. In M4,

the variable Et considers a fading window of previous At values,

with the amplitude of the window regulated by a decay parameter

a. M5 is analogous to M4, but the fading window takes into

account only the third trials of each triplet of the experimental ses-

sions. In M6, the conditioning variable is not an error term but

instead CoactMaxHt, and in the definition of the conditional prob-

ability depends on an extra index I that encodes movements

directed to the top Iup or bottom Idn. The impact of this index is

treated separately for precision grip trials (where Iup ¼ 1 and

Idn ¼ 0) and power grasp trials (where Iup ¼ 0 and Idn ¼ 1) reflect-

ing the fact that precision grips are aimed at the top, whereas

power grasps are aimed to the bottom. While we used M6 for

the analysis of signalling and imitation performance, we used

instead a separate model M6 for the analysis of how signalling

affects the pairs’ performance. This model M6 takes into account

the value of the variable At at the same trial t of Lt (table 2).
3. Results
3.1. Behavioural results: grasping asynchrony
3.1.1. Baselines (no leader and follower role)
Results showed no significant main effect of baseline session

(baseline1 versus baseline2) [F(1,14) ¼ 1.130, p ¼ 0.306], indicat-

ing participants achieved the same level of performance in

baseline1 and baseline2. Thus, we averaged the two sessions

and used their mean to normalize (i.e. divide) the data from

test and learning sessions. By doing so, we are able to test

whether pairs increased their ability to synchronize owing to

the implicit learning of the rules.
3.1.2. Learning to interact
The session (test1/L1/L2/L3/L4/L5/test2) � trial (1/2/3)

ANOVA on grasping asynchrony (note that the factor group

(leader/follower) is missing in this analysis as grasping
asynchrony represents a couple index) failed to show a significant

main effect of trial [F(2,28)¼ 2.399, p ¼ 0.109] while it highlighted

a significant main effect of session [F(6,84) ¼ 3.78, p ¼ 0.002],

suggesting the presence of a learning effect throughout the

experiment. Post hoc test showed grasping asynchrony in test1

was significantly higher (i.e. pairs were less synchronous, indi-

cating poorer performance) when compared with the other

sessions (all ps , 0.03; figure 6). This effect was not modulated

by trial (session� trial interaction, p ¼ 0.717).
3.1.3. Test1/2
In order to directly compare the pair performance at the begin-

ning of the interaction and after having interacted in the

learning sessions, we performed a test session (test1/test2) �
trial ANOVA on grasping asynchrony. This analysis showed a

main effect of test session [F(1,14) ¼ 5.898, p ¼ 0.029] indicating

that the pair performance improved overall in the second test

session. The main effect of trial did not reach statistical signifi-

cance [F(2,28) ¼ 1.541, p ¼ 0.232]. The test session � trial

interaction was not significant ( p ¼ 0.287) showing that the

reduction of grasping asynchrony generalized to all trials of

the triplets to the same extent.

Given our specific hypotheses of signalling and imitation

regarded the comparison between test1 and test2, the kin-

ematic analyses were performed only on these two sessions.
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3.2. Kinematics results
3.2.1. Baseline (no leader and follower role)
The baseline session (base1/base2) �movement type (up/

down grip) ANOVA on MaxH failed to show a significant

main effect of baseline session [F(1,29) ¼ 2.098, p ¼ 0.158].

Thus, as for the grasping asynchrony, data from the two base-

lines were pooled together in order to normalize (i.e. divide)

the data from the test sessions and be able to compare the

kinematics of learned interactions with those of a baseline

condition controlling for the peculiar grasping kinematics of

each participants measured at baseline (when no imitation

or signalling is expected).

3.2.2. Normalized tests
We first describe the kinematic results that do not show a

group effect, and then we describe results involving the inter-

actional role.

3.2.3. Motor effects
The test session (test1/test2) �movement type (up/down

grip) � trial (1/2/3) � group (leader/follower) mixed-model

ANOVA on MaxH showed a significant main effect of trial

[F(2,56) ¼ 4.72, p ¼ 0.012], indicating that only during the

third trial of the triplets individuals showed a smaller wrist

height with respect to the first trial ( p ¼ 0.009) but not with

respect to the second trial (all ps . 0.079). The main effects of

group, test session and movement type were not significant

(all ps . 0.074). This analysis highlighted also a significant

trial �movement type interaction [F(2,56) ¼ 9.28, p , 0.001],

where the first trial of the sequence, during down grips, was

significantly higher than in all the other trials (all ps , 0.041).

This effect was further specified by the third-order interaction

with the factor group (see below).

3.2.4. Leader – follower effects
MaxH showed a significant movement type � group inter-

action [F(1,28) ¼ 40.197, p , 0.001], indicating leaders

emphasized their movements by increasing their MaxH

when compared with followers when grasping the upper

part of the bottle ( p ¼ 0.003) and by decreasing it when
grasping the lower part of the bottle ( p , 0.001). This

shows leaders implemented a signalling strategy.

The significant trial �movement type � group interaction

[F(2,56) ¼ 8.51, p , 0.001] further specified the second-order

interaction showing a reduction of followers’ MaxH during

down grips in the second and third trial when compared

with the first one ( p ¼ 0.011 and p , 0.001, respectively) and

third trial when compared with the second ( p ¼ 0.008). The

interaction shows that the imitation effect was higher in the

first trials of the triplets while it started to decrease in

the second trial and was most reduced in the third trial prob-

ably based on the fact followers became able to predict

where the leader would grasp the object and were thus less

prone to visuomotor interference (figure 7).

We also examined whether the mean value of MaxH was

significantly different from baseline behaviour by means of

single-sample t-tests against 1. Leaders’ MaxH was signifi-

cantly higher than baseline (significant p value corrected for

12 comparisons is p ¼ 0.004) during all three trials in up

grips (all ps , 0.001), while it did not differ from 1 during

down grips (all ps . 0.009). Followers’ MaxH in the three

trials was significantly higher than baseline only during the

first trial of the triplets in down grips ( p , 0.001, all other

ps . 0.013; corrected significance level p ¼ 0.004).

These results suggest that leaders increased their signal-

ling strategy by modulating their MaxH during all three

trials of the triplets, especially when performing precision

grips, whereas followers tended to imitate leaders’ comp-

lementary movements during the first trial of the triples in

power grips.

3.2.5. Implicit sequence learning
Leaders evaluated that their follower learned the rule of the

triplets at the same level after test1 and test2 (T(14) ¼ 0.154,

p ¼ 0.879) thus indicating that they were unaware of the

actual comprehension of the rules by the followers. Followers

declared they did not note whether there was any rule at the

base of the movements of the leader after test2 with respect to

test1 (T(14) ¼ 0.1816, p ¼ 0.859).

3.3. Models
We performed a model-based trial-by-trial statistical analysis

[27] to compare different explicatory hypotheses on leaders’

signalling kinematics and followers’ imitation. We designed

six models that incorporate different hypotheses on which

variables modulate the leaders’ and followers’ kinematics

(generating signalling and imitation, respectively) and used

BIC to compare them [28]. The models are designed to

study which features of the interaction (past pair perform-

ance or online motor behaviour) explain the probability of

leaders to signal and followers to imitate the leaders’ move-

ments. In this analysis, we considered MaxHt (the max

height of wrist of the subjects at trial t) as the kinematic

index for signalling and imitation (see Methods section).

Figure 8 shows the model comparison results for leaders’

signalling behaviour. Figure 8a shows the BIC score of each

hypothesis (M1–M6) for each of the 15 leaders in the exper-

iment. Figure 8b shows the aggregate results, calculated by

averaging the performance of the hypotheses (M1–M6)

shown in figure 8a. In these two panels, for better readability,

results are shown in comparison with M1, which is considered

to be the worse one thus representing the value of 100%. Here,
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smaller values indicate a better BIC score and thus better per-

formance. Figure 8c, instead, shows the best explanatory

hypothesis, calculated by first counting how many times a

given hypothesis (M1–M6) is the best explanation of the be-

haviour of each of the leaders, and then normalizing to 100%

the number of leaders whose behaviour is best explained by

each model. In this case, thus, values are a percentage, and

so higher values indicate better performance.

Despite the variability in the subjects’ performance (a), a

quite clear pattern emerges in the analysis of leaders’ signalling

strategies. The model incorporating the task structure (M5) is

the best explanation for most subjects. Models M4–M5, incor-

porating the history of past trials, are the best explanation on

average; by comparing figure 8b,c, it is possible to note that

M4 is never the best explanation, still its average score is
good (ranking second in most comparisons). This suggests

that leaders use information of past trials (and particularly of

the most informative ones: the third trials of each triplet) to

modulate strategically their signalling kinematics, and specifi-

cally to reduce the amount of signalling as the grasping

asynchrony in those trials decreases, which is coherent with

the notion that signalling has a motor cost [22]. The fact that

models M4–M5 (which consider in various ways the history

of past trials) explain the data better than M6 (which uses an

information available during the online interaction) suggests

a strategic modulation of the leaders’ kinematics that depends

on the performance of the couple over the experiment rather

than only on the current trial.

Figure 9 shows the model comparison results for fol-

lowers’ imitative behaviour; the panels are the same as for
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figure 8. Here, the best strategy on average is M6, but M4 and

M5 are also good explanations in many cases. The fact that

here (differently from the case of signalling) M6 is a good

explanation suggests that followers consistently use the cues

offered by the leader during the online interaction, rather

than (only) the history of previous trials. This result thus sup-

ports the idea that followers’ behaviour is more reactive (or

less strategic) compared with leaders’.

The first important result that emerges from our model-

based analysis is that neither for signalling nor for imitation is

M1 a good explanation. This implies that signalling and imita-

tion dynamics are modulated by contextual factors rather than

being randomly expressed during the experiment. The second

important result is that the structure of the task and the history

of previous interactions are the best predictors of leaders’ behav-

iour while information that is available online is the best

predictor of followers’ behaviour. This pattern of results indi-

cates that leaders’ behaviour is significantly more strategic

than followers’, pointing to an error-correction mechanism

that considers task- and history-related information.

The model-based analyses performed so far show that the

leaders’ signalling kinematics are well explained by the pairs’

performance in the previous trials. Our next analysis tests the

hypothesis that the reverse relation holds too, and that the

leaders’ signalling strategy has (positive) effects on pairs’ per-

formance. We designed six models that are analogous to the

previous ones except that they test the (probabilistic) relation

between signalling and pairs’ performance rather than vice

versa as done before. Specifically, M1 tests the hypothesis

that pairs’ performance in a given trial is not related to the lea-

ders’ signalling strategy and is instead better modelled as a

normal distribution. All the remaining models incorporate

the hypothesis that signalling increases pairs’ performance

but differ in what signalling strategy they hypothesize to be

more efficacious. M2–M5 test the hypotheses that pairs’ per-

formance in a given trial depends probabilistically on leaders’

signalling behaviour in the other experimental trials (only one

trial for M2; all the experimental trials for M3; a window of k

previous trials for M4 and the third trials of each triplet

for M5), whereas M6 tests the hypothesis that pairs’ perform-

ance in a given trial depends probabilistically on leaders’

signalling behaviour in the same trial. In this analysis, pairs’

performance is measured in terms of grasping asynchrony,

and leaders’ signalling is measured in terms of MaxHt.

Figure 10 shows the results of the model-based compari-

son; the panels are the same as for figure 6. The first result of

this analysis is that, for all leaders, signalling increases pair

performance (for one couple, C9, the increase is reduced).

The second result of this analysis is that various signalling
strategies perform similarly, but M5 is the best predictor of

pairs’ performance. Interestingly, our previous analyses

(figure 8) have shown that most leaders use a signalling

strategy that is well captured by M5, suggesting that they

implicitly select an adaptive (if not optimal) way to convey

information to their co-actors.
4. Discussion
We studied how pairs of leaders and followers shape the kin-

ematic features of their movements when engaged in

repetitive joint actions that are based on sequence rules. On

the one hand, we found that followers’ implicit learning of

the rules reduces their tendency to imitate their leader

(reduction of visuomotor interference). These results suggest

that when followers have low uncertainty on their own

motor plan and need not to infer it from leaders’ behaviour,

interferential visuomotor imitation [13] does not emerge [14].

On the other hand, we show that leaders tend to signal their

motor intentions via their kinematics adopting a signalling

strategy. Trial-by-trial mathematical models specify that

leaders’ signalling dynamics flexibly change according to

pair performance history. This result is compatible with the

hypothesis that leaders maintain an estimate of the pair’s per-

formance and use cost–benefit criteria to decide when to use

signalling to improve performance [22,23]. Rather, the same

trial-by-trial analysis shows that followers mainly rely on

online movement cues offered by leaders, at least in this exper-

imental setting where task rules were not explicit. The benefit

of this dyadic strategy can be appreciated by finding that

leaders’ signalling behaviour boosts couple performance in a

positive way: the more they signal, the more the couple

achieves synchrony. Taken together, these results show that

repetitive joint actions with asymmetric information induce

sophisticated forms of ‘sensorimotor communication’ and

suggest that leaders and followers tend to use past interactions

in different ways in order to control their behaviour, which in

turn results in a difference between a more ‘strategic’ behaviour

of leaders and a more ‘reactive’ behaviour of followers. Below,

we discuss these differences—and their putative neuronal

underpinnings—in more detail.

4.1. Leaders’ signalling—past interactions shape
leaders’ signalling

We unconsciously pre-shape our hands configuration when

reaching objects of different sizes. Similarly, it has been

shown that the mere presence of another (passive) individual
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changes basic features of our reaching movement [18]. These

kinematic cues are crucial when we interact with others

because they might provide our partner with information con-

cerning our intentions and goals [29–31]. We already showed

that the asymmetric allocation of information concerning an

action’s goal is reflected in the way we perform that action

and thus communicate with our partners during motor inter-

actions [14]. Thus, the kinematics of our movements are not

resistant to higher-order plans such as the representation we

hold of the overall goal of an action [32,33]. During motor

interactions, we tend to build a representation of what we

think our partner will do based on the information we have

and those we are able to infer from his behaviour [34]. Along

the interaction, in case information concerning the structure

of the sequences of interactions is available to only one

member of the pair, people may align their representation of

the task and use this cognitive framework to strategically

change their behaviour even when the representation is

outside conscious control ([8,34–37]; see also [38]).

Here, we expand this notion by showing that the modu-

lation of our kinematic features is influenced by what we

expect the other knows based on the efficacy of past inter-

actions we had with him and on his online behaviour. The

results of the model comparison analysis are coherent with

the idea that leaders maintain a representation of the shared

task (and of the dyad performance) in order to change their

signalling. Conversely, followers tend to base their imitative

behaviour upon online cues of the leaders’ movements.

4.2. Followers’ implicit predictions shape their tendency
to imitate the leader

Imitation of observed actions is evident under a number of

conditions (automatic motor priming, [39]; visuomotor inter-

ference, [13,40]) and is thought to be mostly automatic [3,41].

In a recent experiment applying the same scenario we used

here [14], it has been shown that this imitative interference

might be captured also in interactive situations and that it

has a detrimental effect on pairs’ coordination. Even more

striking is that individuals tend to imitate each other also

during competitive interactions where imitating our opponent

is completely against the achievement of the individual goal

[42,43]. It is suggested that imitation might be supported by

internal sensorimotor models [5,6,44] that might provide the

observer with the ability to anticipate the others’ movements

and their outcomes [12,15]. Along these lines, it is possible to

speculate that followers’ imitative behaviour is a by-product

of their attempts to estimate the leaders’ actions using the

same internal models as those involved in their own action

execution. In our task, followers need to estimate leaders’

actions to select their own actions. When they have sufficient

information to act (e.g. in the third elements of triplets), they

do not use their internal models to estimate the leaders’ move-

ments (or use them to a lesser extent), and this, in turn, would

reduce automatic imitation. At a neural level, it has been pro-

posed that action observation–execution effects might be

based on the activity of cells in frontoparietal regions (mirror

neurons, [45–48]) that seem to transform visual information

about others’ actions into a motor code. Seminal studies on

the neural correlates of motor interactions suggested this

frontoparietal system might be at play also in this condition

[49]. More recently, it has been proposed that joint interactions

are based on the activity of larger neural networks comprising
frontoparietal regions within and outside the classical action

observation system [50] under the idea that, for example, parie-

tal regions may integrate one’s own and others’ motor goals in a

stable joint goal [51–55]. This ‘integration’ in a joint goal might

be crucial to interpret the pattern of kinematic results in this

study: indeed, one might suggest that because leaders’ signal-

ling manifest as an emphasis in the curvature of movement

trajectory, a ‘signalling’ movement is also more interfering

because it implies more ‘extreme’ movement features. Instead,

when the follower becomes able to ‘integrate’ the leader’s move-

ment into his/her own motor plan (e.g. because he/she has

understood the rules behind movement sequence), the

leader’s movements become predictable and they are thus not

interfering anymore.

4.3. The costs of non-verbal communication within
social interactions

It is now well established that kinematic laws of motion exist

(for example Fitts’s law [56], two-third power law [57]) and it

is thought that performance of different movements might be

described at the muscular, kinematic and neural level as the

combination of a limited number of motor primitives [58]. The

laws governing these primitives are constrained by the structure

of the muscular system, and the neural systems that control our

movements where motor synergies seem to play a major role

[59]. Several computational motor control theories incorporate

a notion of motor cost in one way or another. For example, the

objective of optimal control is providing control signals that pre-

scribe trajectories that are optimal in relation to some cost

function [60]. In active inference, costs (and value functions)

are absorbed in the (Bayesian) priors or the desired states of

the environment that an agent tries to achieve through action

[61]. Importantly, these costs can be of various kinds, from

movement error to motor effort (which often interact, [62]).

Here, in its most simplified form, we can define as ‘cost’ any

violation of stereotypical movement patterns (e.g. a default

grasping trajectory), which determines increased demands at

the motor/biomechanical level (e.g. to execute a less optimal tra-

jectory) as well as at the cognitive/planning level (e.g. to plan a

novel trajectory). In an optimization perspective, the increased

cost can be justified in terms of extra requirements, e.g. not

only reaching and grasping an object, but also making one’s

own movement more communicative [22,63]. Once we recog-

nize that our movements have a social dimension, it becomes

clear that (virtually any) movement might achieve combined

pragmatic and communicative functions, with different ‘costs’:

in the present case, grasping an object and communicating our

intention to a partner via the movement’s kinematics.

Because the neural underpinnings of individual grasping

control have been extensively studied [64,65], grasping

movements have become an experimental test case for study-

ing the influence of social factors on motor performance.

These studies have shown that the kinematics of reaching–

grasping–placing movements is modulated even by the mere

presence of another person [29]. Notably, others are able to

catch the distortions of the kinematics of observed movements

possibly, because the visual perceptual system is tailored to the

same laws governing action execution in the motor system

[66–69]. For example, observational learning seems to be

associated with the observation of ‘unnatural’ kinematics, i.e.

we are able to learn how to perform a movement by observing

somebody else’s erroneous movement while he learns [70,71]
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thus, it appears that we are able to read the costs of observed

movements for different purposes (e.g. learn, predict, interact).

Previous studies have shown that interactions impact on a

number of higher-level perceptuocognitive representations as

they change the way we co-represent the physical space [22],

display our attention [54], perceive our partner [37,72–75]

and build a common representation of the task at hand [51].

Here, we expand this knowledge by showing that repeatedly

interacting with a partner shapes the way in which the pair

communicate and organize their behaviour by aligning their

representation of the knowledge shared between individuals.

An interesting open objective for future research is to under-

stand how these changes are incorporated in the neuronal

(e.g. sensorimotor) representations that individuals use for

performing joint actions.
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